
ELLIT GROUPS CASE STUDY

HOW AN ELLIT TRAINING EXPERIENCE
IMPROVED PROFICIENCY BY 50%

SITUATION
On August 3rd, 2020, our clinic went live on Epic’s electronic health record 
(EHR), following many years on Allscripts’ EHR. Despite a time of heightened 
social distancing (i.e., in the throes of the global COVID pandemic), Brown & 
Toland secured Ellit Groups to support our practice leading up to and around 
go-live.  Ellit’s training team met the request – safely and effectively, in 
person and virtually. 

Here is just one provider’s perspective:

As a senior provider, I’m not very savvy when it comes to new technology. 
I’ve been practicing for 40+ years and take great pride in caring for our 
patients. It is because of them that I continue in my role.

ASSESMENT
Once Ellit Groups was here, I felt my knowledge and confidence with the 
system improve. They worked with me to create tools to make me more 
efficient and help me establish routines in my workflow. Initially, I was 
assessed during go-live as ‘not proficient.’  The Ellit staff provided me a 
pathway to learn better and develop the skills I needed to be successful and 
turned me into a proficient user (and one who’s only getting better!) 

RESULTS AND OUTCOMES
Within 30 days of my Ellit Training, I now rank in the middle of our group of 24 providers. I have a Provider Efficiency Profile (PEP) score of 5 out of 
10, and I continue to improve with their support. 

I had the pleasure of working with Ellit team members for my training and support of Epic in our office. The trainers were excellent in their 
expertise, training, and demonstrated great patience in working with a largely non-technical senior provider. They were extremely helpful in 
training me to use the EHR to continue proficient health care for our wonderful patients.  Without their help, I don’t think I could have done it. I 
was very fortunate to have the Ellit team on my side as my instructor/coach. I hope others will have this same good fortune in the future. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions about my Epic training experience with Ellit – a wonderful company. 

Thank you!
Therese R. Grenchik F.N.P.  
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